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EARLY

Skottsberg, Carl. The Wilds of Patagonia: A Narrative of the Swedish Expedition to Patagonia,
F2936.S56.

NOTE: In 1831-32, US troops (Marines?) landed in the Falkland Islands to investigate the capture of
three American seal-hunting vessels. Sources:

Armed Forces Journal International (Jun 1975): p. 31, which in turn cites Background Information on
the Use of United States Armed Forces in Foreign Countries, 1970 (Wash, DC: GPO, 1970),
WWI NAVAL BATTLE, 8 Dec 1914

In which a British squadron destroyed the German Pacific Squadron off the islands. See:


WORLD WAR II

1982 ARGENTINE/BRITISH WAR

-General Sources

Many photos plus uniform illustrations.


Argentine view.


F3031.5.F752.  
Vol. 1:  The Origins of the Falklands War; Vol. 2:  War and Diplomacy


See Chap II.


See Chap 7.
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-DIPLOMATIC/STRATEGIC-


-AIR ASPECTS


By fighter squadron commander.

-NAVAL ASPECTS


-GROUND OPERATIONS
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Goose Green.


Lessons from Attu (1943) & Falklands (1982).


Personal narrative.


Morale and unit cohesion underlay success or failure on each side.


Asserts infantry tactics decided campaign.


-LOGISTICS


Queen Elizabeth II pressed into troop carrier duty.


See Chap 8.


-OTHER SPECIAL ASPECTS


Reprinted from Royal Corps of Transport Review.
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-AFTERMATH-


